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ln this diploma. work, the magnetic properties, hea.t ca.pa.city a.ml electrica.I resistivity of RFe2Sb inter-
meta.llic compounds (R = Pr, Tb a.nd Gd) ha.ve been studied on single crysta.ls grown by Czochralski 
method. AU compounds undergo a.n a.ntiferromagnetic phese transition a.t temperatures 7.2 K, 5.2 K 
a.ncl 8 K, respectively a.nd a. field induced ma.gnetic tra.nsition into tbe ferroma.gnetic sta.te in fielcl les..<; 
tha.n 1 T. The ma.gnetiza.tion e.nd susceptibility meesurements revea.led strong unia.xia.l a.nisotropy with 
c-a.xis H.S a.o e11sy a.xis on PrFe2Si2 11.nd TbFe2Si2. Sma.ll a.nisotropy was detected in GdFe2Si2 c11se. Dne 
to the strong a.ni.o;otropy even in p11.r11.ma.gnetic sta.te the susceptibility of PrFe2Si2 11.nd TbFe2Si2 does 
not follow the Curie-Weiss 111.w, but in tbe case of GdFe2Si2 the Curie-Weiss law is valid. Using comp11.-
r11.tive a.nalysis of specific beat we separa.ted magnetic contribution to the specific beat a.od determined 
the ground-level splitt.ing ca1ised by the crystal electric field. Resistivity me11..o;11rements in parama.g-
netic region revea.led sma.11 devia.tions from Bloch-Griineissen 111.w and strong anisotropie beha.vior. In 
magnetoresistivity meH.Surements we observed dependency like field-induced ferromagnetic ste.te. 
This work is part of the research program MSM113200002 tbat is financed by the Ministry of 
Education of the Czech Republic. Part of this work was al<;<> supported by the Grant Agency of the 
Czech Republic (Grant No. 106/02/0940} 11.nd VEGA of the Slova.k Republic No. 2/4050/04. 
Anotácia 
Táto diplomová. práca sa zaoberá. magnetickými vlastnosťami, merným teplom a elektrickým odporom 
monokryštálov intermetalických zhíčtmín typu RFe2Si2 kde (R= Pr, Tb 11.nd Gd} získaných pomocou 
Czochralského metódy. PrFe2Si2 , TbFe2Si2 a GdF~Si2 se. usporiad11.ve.j1í 11.ntiferoma.gneticky pri tep-
lotách 7.2 K, 5.2 K 11. 8 K. Vo všetkých zhíčeninách bol pozorovaný pol'om indukovaný prechod do 
feromagnetického stavu pri polia.ch nižších 11.ko 1 T. Mera.nia. magnetizácie a. susceptibility na. PrFe2Si2 a 
TbFe2Sb odhalili silmí magnetokryšta.lovú anizotropiu s c-osou 11.ko fahkou osou magnetizácie. Ma.gne-
tize.čné mera.ni11. na GdFe2Si2 neodhalili m11.gnetoryiita.lov1í anizotropiu a teplotmí. zá.vislosť susceptibility 
vyhovuje Curie-Wei.o;sovmu zákonu. S využitím porovná.VH.Cej analýzy merného tepla sme odseparovali 
magnetický príspevok k mernému teplu e. určili roz.iitiepenie zá.kle.dného stavu sdpO..<;<>bené kryiitá.lovým 
pol'om. Odporové mera.nia odhalili silné a.nizotropné cbovanie a odchylky od Bloch-Griinheissenovho 
zákona. Anomá.lia spojené. s teplotou usporiadania hola pozorované. pri TbFe2Si2 a GdFe2Si2 . V mera.-
nie.ch me.gnetorezistencie sme pozorova.li závi.o;losti podobné indukovanému feromagnetickému stavu. 
Táto prá.ca je č11..o;ť výskumného programu MSM113200002, ktorý je financovaný Ministerstvom 
ŠkoMva Českej republiky a. časť práce hola tiež podporená. Grantovou 11.gentúrou Českej republiky 
(Grant č. 106/02/0940) a VEGA Slovenskej republiky č. 2/4050/04. 
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERJMENTAL 35 
Figure 2.6: Single crystal of DyFe2Si2 grown by Czochralski method. 
Compound a (Á) c (Á) z (relative) RRR a-axis RRR c-axis 
PrFe2Sb 4.0037 10.0542 0.3700 6.9 7.5 
TbFe2Si2 3.9195 9.9594 0.3737 5.1 6.8 
GdFe2Sb 3.9400 9.9939 0.3745 7.3 5.9 
Table 2.2: The refined crystallographic parameters and RRR ( can be understand a.s quality index of 
the crystal) for the studied REFe2Si2 compounds. 
pha.se with the saturated magnetization about 2 µn/f.u. we can estima.te the amount of this impurity 
as less then 0.2 %. 
The ea.sy-growth axis of the crystal is in basal plane. The resulting crystals are very brittle and in 
a.11 cases the plane perpendicula.r to the c-a.xis is a.n easy clea.ving plane. Beca.use of this, it was very 
difficult to prepare samples for measurement a.long the c-axis. Along the c-a.xis the error in electric 
transport measurements is almost 4 times higher than 11.long the a-axis. 
2.3.2 Magnetic properties. 
Magnetization measurements of PrFe2Sb reveaJed strong uniaxia.l anisotropy. The easy axis of magne-
tiza.tion is the c-axis (see fig. 2.8). The signal along a-axis is weak a.nd linear up to field 9 T. The 
measurements along c-a.xis shows hysteresis up to the field B = 14 T. The hysteresis can be observable 
even in pa.ramagnetic region. The ma.gnetic moment in 14 T is µ = 2.25µn/f.u. which is less than 
ma.gnetic moment of Pr3+ ion (3.5 µn). 
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1.1.1 Hund's rules 
ln free 11.tom, one-electron levels are characterized by orbita.I 11.ngul11.r momentum l. For given l there 
are 2l + 1 va.lues of lz 11.nd two poHHible spin orientations, so on shell with orbita.I number l ca.n be 
n :5 2(2l + 1) electrons. For non interacting electrons the ground state is degenera.te, which retlects 
the large number of wa.ys to put n electrons into shell. However, this degeneracy is lifted by electron-
electron Coulomb interaction a.'I well HS by the electron spin-orbit interaction. If we exclude the heaviest 
ions 11.nd in the CH.He that the degeneracy iH already liftecl, the lowest-lying levels can be clescribed by 11. 
simple set of rules: 
1. Russel-Saunders Coupling: According to this rule, the total a.ngular momentum is a. sum of 
electronic tota.I spin and orbital a.ngular momentum J = L + S. There are severa.l exceptions 
from this rule, for example "quenching" of the orbita.I angular moment um causecl by crystal field 
splitting. 
2. Hunďs First Rule: The system of n electrons ha.ve the lowest energy, when spins of a.li electrons 
are in the 11an1e clirection. So in a shell with n :5 21 + 1 all electrons will ha.ve a spin with the sa.me 
orientation. Each next electron in this shell will have the opposite spin accorcling to exclusion 
principie. 
3. Hund's Second Rule: The tota.l orbita.I 11.11gular momentum L of the loweHt-lying states hHS the 
111.rgest value that is consistent with Hunďs first mle 11.11d with the exclusion principie. Thus the 
first electron in the shell will have llzl equal to l, second will have llzl equal to (l - 1) etc. 
4. Hunďs Third Rule: The first 11.nd second Hunďs rule determine values of L 11.ncl S. The thircl 
Hunďs rule determine value od J. According to this rule, the value J a.ssumed in the state of 
lowest energy is: 
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J = IL - Sl for n $ (21+1); 
J = L + S for n ~ (2l + 1) 
7 
Because the crystal field can be introduced 11S a perturbation on the (28 +1 )(2L + 1)-fold set 
of stateti li.Od this perturba.tion a.cts in a.ddition to the spin-orbit conpling, the Hunďs third rule 
must be modified for a.toms with pa.rtia.Uy filled d-shell. 
1.1.2 Diamagnetism and paramagnetism 
From them1odyna.mic theory the susceptibility is defined by: 
{)M 1 82 F N fPliE 
X = éJH = -V 8H2 = - V 8H2 (1.1) 
where F is the magnetic Helmholtz free energy and liE can be obtained from perturba.tion theory 
second-order term. In [1] they found: 
t1En = µnH · (ni L + goS ln) + E j(nj µnH~ (~ ~g~S) ln') 12 
n'~n 71 Tl 
(1.2) 
e2 2 2 2 
+8mCJH (n I~ (:r:i + yi) In) 
• 
Larmour diamagnetism 
Let us consider tha.t we ha.ve ion with a.U electronic shello; filled. In this c&.o;e a.ccording to Hunďs rnleti 
the ion hHB zero h'Pin a.nd orbita.I angular momentum in ground state: 
J IO) = s IO) = L IO) = o (1.3) 
then equa.tion 1.2 is reduced only to the third term and if we consider spherica.I symmetry of the ion we 
can find for susceptibility [1]: 
x= -~N (Ol"r~IO) 
6mCAV ~ • 
(1.4) 
• 
The equa.tion 1.4 is known a.s La.rmour dia.ma.gnetic susceptibility. The term dia.magnetism means that 
a.pplied field induce moments in opposite direction to the a.pplied field, so in inhomogeneous fields 
diama.gnetic sample tend to get to place where the externa.I field is in loca.1 minimum. 
Van Vleck paramagnetism 
In the case of atom with tbe shell where the number of electrons is by one electron les.o; than in ha.lf 
filled sheU, in the ground state J = O. In this ca.se we ca.n find for susceptibility [1]: 
X=_ N [~ (OI E (:r:~ + yl} IO)_ 2µ~ E l(OI (L„ + goS„) ln)l
2
] 
V ~CA . &-~ 
• n 
(1.5) 
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The first term of equa.tion 1.5 is jm1t the La.rmour susceptibility mentíoned a.bove. The second term h11s 
oppaiite sign to Larmour sm1ceptibility 11.Jld is responsible íor pa.ra.magnetic beha.vior. This pa.ra.ma.gnetic 
term is known a.s Van Vleck paramagnetism. The magnetic ground sta.te of a.toms with the shell where 
the number of electrons is by one electron les..'i than in ha.Jf filled sheJJ balan~ between two terms 
mentioned above. 
Curie's law 
For computing ground magnetic state of a.tom with J -:/=. O we ca.n use the thermodyna.mics funda.mental 
sta.tistica.l rule: 
e-F/(koT) = L e-En{H)/(koT) (1.6) 
T• 
If only 2J + 1 states are therma.lly excited with appreciable probability (it means that there is no centrR.I 
field splitting and we neglect the higher excited states), then the free energy is given from equation 1.6 
by: 
J 
e-fJF = L e-fl-rHJ. (1.7) 
J.=-J 
where 'Y = g(JLS)µn and fJ = 1/(knT), where g(JLS) is known as Landé g-factor a.nd can be 
computed a.'I: 
(JLS) = ~( l)- ~( _ l)L(L + 1) - S(S + 1) g 2 90 + 2 90 J(J + 1) (1.8) 
where go i.o; tbe electroníc g-fa.ctor and its va.lue is 90 = 2.0023. Magnetiza.tion in thermodynanůcs ca.n 





and then we will obta.in for magnetiza.tion (1]: 
(1.10) 
where BJ(x) is Brillouin Junction, which is defined by: 
2J + 1 2J + 1 1 1 
BJ(x) = -V coth --u-x - 2J coth 2Jx (1.11} 
Brillouin function BJ(:i:) for different J is plotted on figure 1.1. For srna.JI :r. (it mea.ns tha.t -yH <:: koT) 
we ca.n 11.pproxima.te hyperbolic cota.ngent by its Taylor queue up to O(:r.3 ) a.nd tha.n we can obtR.in for 
BrilJouin function ll]: 
Conseqmmtly we can obtain from definition 1.1 the Curie's bi.w: 
N 2 2 l"nl"cJJ 
x= 3V knT 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
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Figure 1.1: Theoretical dependency of Brillouin function for different total electronic angular momentum 
number J. 
where /Jel! is effective moment defined as: 
µ„li = g(JLS) [J(J + 1))112 (1.14) 
The Curie's law characterizes tempera.ture dependence of paramagnetic systems with noninteracting 
permanent moments those alignment is favored by the field, and opposed by thermal disorder. In 
most cases the Curie's law is written 88 x = C /T where C is constant temperature independent. It 
is important to note th11.t this law is valid only under condition knT » 'YH. For inter11.cting moments 
Curie's law ha.ve to be modified by adding correction ternu;. 
Curie-Weiss law 
In compound, each spin feels the external field including the field from another spins, which c11.n be 
described by the effective field H„11 [1]: 
H„,, = H + - 1- L J(R - R')S(R') (1.15) 
gµn R' 
He// is an operator with complicate dependency on a detailed configuration of all other spin.o;. According 
to Mee.n field approximation we can replace Hci/ with its thermal equilibrium mean value and assume 
that eH.Ch spin feels field Hci/ (It means that the m11.gnetization is function of Hci/). This assumption 
we can accept only in the ca.ses that each individua! spin direction does not deviate drastically from 
the average value, or the exchange interaction is a long range interaction and many spins contribute to 
equation 1.15. If we replace each spin in 1.15 by its mean value, we will obtain [1 ]: 
(1.16) 
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Beca.use magnetization is function of He11> using 1.16 the susceptibility in the mean field approximation 
is given by: 
X= fJM = fJMo fJHcff = Xo (1 + ,\ fJM) = xo(l + ,\x) (1.17) 
fJH fJHcf! fJH f)H 
where xo is susceptibility evaluated in the field He/ I and obeyed Curie' s law. From this eqmi.tion we 
can obtain the correction to Curie's law known 88 Curie-Weiss law: 
c c x= =--
T- ,\C T-Tc 
(1.18) 
where C is Curie's constant expressed by equation 1.13. Equation 1.18 differs from Curie's law for 
11.n ideal paramagnet only by denonůnator in which T w11s replaced by T - Te. The Curie-Weiss 
hi.w express the dominant correction to the hight-temperature Curie's law susceptibility, but near Te 
meiumred susceptibility diverges 88 an inverse power of T- Te somewhere between ~ and ~-
Pauli paramagnetism 
The contribution to the susceptibility dueto conduction electrons in metals is [1]: 
X= µ~g(eF) (1.19) 
where µ0 is the Bohr magneton1 and g(eF) is the density of levels at the Fermi level. 
The equation 1.19 is known as Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility. In contr88t of parama.gnetic ma.te-
rials, which obey Curie's law, the Pauli susceptibility is tempera.ture independent. In free electron ca.se 
the density of levels has form g(eF) = mkF/1'i.27r2 and then we can estima.te sca.le of Pauli susceptibility 
as 'XPau/i ~ 10-6 which is only minute size in compare with other susceptibilities mentioned a.bove. 
1.1.3 Magnetic interactions 
Some type of materials at a critical temperature can get into magnetic ordered state. lt happens, when 
ordering interRCtions tending to order magnetic moments become stronger than thermal Ductuations, 
which force a disorder of magnetic moment.s. It has been shown that in the most c88es ordinary 
electrostatic electron-electron intera.ction combined with Pauli principie is responsible for magnetic 
ordering [1]. The ma.gnetic dipole-dipole interaction and the spin orbit coupling are weak in compare 
with Coulomb interaction and in most theories of magnetism are ignored. However, dipole-dipole 
interactions are responsible for crea.ting doma.ins in the ferromagnetic ordered materia.l. 
There are three types of magnetic exchange interactions, which can be responsible for creation of 
magnetic ordered state: 
CHAPTER 1. THEORY 11 
A) 
B) 
Figure 1.2: B11.11ic types of magnetic interactions: a.) direct excha.nge, b) indirect excha.nge c) RKKY 
inter11.ction. 
1. Direct exchange arises from the direct Coulomb interaction a.mang electrons from the two ions. 
This type of interaction occurs in compounds with d-atoms in magnetic state, because d shells 
of neighboring atoms are com1iderably overlapped. Interaction is strong, but short-range, so is 
responsible for the high ordering tempera.ture, but smH.11 effective moment. 
2. lndirect exchange is typical for materials, in which the magnetic ions are separated by non-
magnetic ions. In this case exchange interaction is media.ted via. pola.rization of ligand sta.tes of 
nonmagnetic ion.'!. 
3. Itinerant exchange or also known 11.11 RKKY2 interaction is mediated by conduction electrons. 
When conduction electron gets into strong magnetic field crea.ted by 4/electrons (for example), it 
becomes polarized. When this polarized electron reach another atom earlier than it becomes depo-
111.rized, it will bring to this atom information o( the spin orientation of the nearest atom and this 
wll.y conduction electron mediates this interaction. The RKKY interH.Ction h11.ve oscillating chll.1"11.c-
ter, so this type of interH.Ction can be responsible for ferromagnetic H.Dd also for antiferromagnetic 
ordering. 
The second H.Dd the third type of interactions are weaker thH.n direct interaction, but they are cou-
pling moments over relatively large distances. The outline of some types of ma.gnetic intera.ctions is 
schematically sketched on in the figure 1.2. 
2Na.med after Rudennan, Kittel, Kasuya and Yosida who have developed this model 
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A) i i i i l i i l l l l l l l l l 
B) ililililililili l 
c) r + r + r + r + r + r + r + r + 
Figure 1.3: Ba..'iic types of ma.gnetic ordering schemes on string of spins in pla.ne: a.) ferroma.gnetic 
coupling, b) a.ntiferroma.gnetic coupling, c) ferrima.gnetic coupling. 
1.1.4 Magnetic structures 
If in the solid is some type of ma.gnetic intera.ction mentioned above, the solid will rea.ch ordered sta.te 
under condition tha.t ma.gnetic intera.ction is stronger tha.n therma.l Huctua.tions. 
The individua.I ma.gnetic moments in the ordered solid could be oriented pa.rallel. In this ca.'ie, 
in zero externa.l field solid will ha.ve ma.croscopic bnlk ma.gnetiza.tion density known as spontaneou.' 
magnetization. This type of ordered sta.te is described as /eJTYJmagnetic. 
On the other ha.od, the ma.gnetic momenL'> ca.o order a.ntipa.rallel. For this kind of ordering we 
ca.n a.lwa.ys use Neel's theory of interpenetra.ting 1mblattices. This theory predict that 80lid ca.o be 
11.lways divided into finite nurnber (in most cases 2) of interpenetrating suble.ttices. In ea.ch suble.ttice 
moments are ordered para.llel to ea.ch other, but between subla.ttices there is antiparallel ordering. If 
in all sublattices are only ions with equa.l a.bsolute va.lue of their spins, there is no bulk magnetiza.tion 
density in the zero externa.l field a.nd so there is not sponta.neous ma.gnetization. This type of solid is 
known &..'> antifennmagnetic. 
Different case becomes, when in the different sublattices are different ions with different absolute 
va.Jue of their spins. Although the sublattices are orientated a.ntiparallel, the spins are not compensated 
a.od there is (like in ferromagnets) sponta.neous ma.gnetization. This type of ma.teria.ls are ca.lled fer-
rimagnet.<J, beca.use a.fter first observa.tions, they were rega.rded to be ferroma.gnets with very stra.nge 
tempera.ture dependence of ma.gnetiza.tion (which is depend on sum of magnetization for a.JI subla.ttices). 
A few types of ma.gnetic ordering are illustra.ted schema.tica.lly in the figure 1.3. 
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1.1.5 Itinerant, localized magnetism and mixed valence 
An a.tom in a solid ha.s a net magnetic moment in ca.'>eli when an inner d or / electron shell is incomplete 
so that the individua) electronic moments do not cancel completely. ln the periodic ta.hle, tl1ere are 
five groups of element!! in which this incomplete cancella.tion occurs: the iron group ( 3d), the palladium 
group (4d), the ra.re earth (or lanthanide) group (4/), the platinum group (5d), a.nd the a.ctinide group 
(51). After a lot of years people ca.n understand magnetic ordered systems only in two limited cases: 
1. The itinerant (or wea.k ferroma.gnetic) electron magnetism for which the moments a.nd their ftuc-
tua.tions are loca.lized in k space, with their a.mplitudes being tempera.ture dependent. This type 
of magnetism ca.n be found for systems, where mainly d elements are in magnetic state. 
2. The loca.lized electron magnetism, for which the magnetic moments and their ftuctua.tions are 
localized in rea.I spa.ce (deloca.lized in k spa.ce), with their a.mplitudes being large a.nd fixed. By 
this limit the ma.gnetism of many 4/ and 5/ ions can be understood. 
At first, we will deal with the ma.gnetism of the delocalized (itinera.nt) band electrons. For these 
electrons the angular qua.ntum number is no longer a sufficient description of their quantum state. Their 
pl"Operties ca.o be described by a new qua.ntum number, the electron momentum k. Ea.ch electronic state, 
which is now represented by a certain va.lue of k, is occupied with electrons which differ pairwise in 
all their other quantum numbers so that the total angular momenta are always close to zero. In this 
situation the discrete energy levels a.nd integer occupation numbers ha.ve now to be repla.ced by quasi-
continuous energy levels. These are chara.cterized by the respective k vector a.nd a no longer integer 
occupation number given by the density of states. The electron states are given by plane Bloch waves 
they extend over the whole crystal, so possible magnetic moment created by these electrons is no longer 
localized at a. certain atomic site but delocalized over the whole crystal. Also the energetic localiza.tion 
of the a.tomic-like energy states is broa.dened to a band state a.nd a.ppea.rs to be energetically deloce.lized. 
Most of the lanthanide ions in compound retain the localized atomic cha.ra.cter of the 4/ orbitals, 
so electronic properties of the 4/ ions ca.o be described within a single-ion Ha.miltonian including the 
spin-orbit {SO), crysta.l field {CF), and exchange (EX) interactions: 
Hn = Hso + HcF+HEx (1.20) 
For most of the RE ions, the spin-orbit term dominates in the Hamiltonia.n of equation 1.20. Thus, 
the L-S coupling scheme remains valid, J is said to be a "good quantum number" a.od Hunďs rules are 
valid. 
The 4/ orbital has a. small ra.dhu1 a.od does not contribute directly to the bonding. In ordinary ra.re-
earth compounds the 4/ behaves a.<1 a loca.lized orbital a.od the ordinary energy sepa.ration E = E„-E„_1 
between configurations 4/" and 4/"-1 is 5 -10 eV. But for compouods with elemeots Ce, Srn, Eu, Tm 
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and Yb the separation ca.n be only O - 2 eV [2]. In this c11.11e a.n intera.ction, which hybridizes the two 
configura.tions via. a proces.'! where the conduction electrons hop on a.nd off the ra.re-ea.rth sites ca.n ca.use 
them to f:luct1111.te between 4/" and 4/"-1 configura.tions. This lea.ds to a qua.ntmn-mecha.n.ica.I ground 
sta.te which conta.ins tbe a.dmixture of both configurations 1:1.nd compound11 in wbich this phenomenon 
occurs are na.med mixed valence compounds [2]. 
1.2 Specific beat 
1.2.1 Basic definitions 
The specific heat is defined a.<1 the hea.t (tiQ) required to rise the tempera.ture (5T): C11 = 5Q/5T, where 
y indica.tes the control pa.rameters kept constant. This elementary definition works band in band with 
the development of tbe thermodynamics, beca.use it is directly rela.ted to these pa.rameters to be ta.ken 
into account to describe the state of any physica.I system. In thermodynamics, sp1..>eific heat at constant 
volume (Cv) is defined [3]: 
(1.21) 
Where T is thermodynamic temperature, S is entropy anrl U is energy. From the delinition o[ specilic 
beat, we can see tha.t knowledge of specific beat provides a direct mea.<111rement of tbe entropy evolution 
(S(T)) over the system. The total specific beat of meta.llic system can be written a.<1 sum (1.22) of 
following contributions: 
• la.ttice (phonon)(Cpi.) 
• electl"Onic (Ce) 
• magnetic (Cmag) 
• nuclear (C„) 
Nuclea.r specific beat is rela.ted to hyperfine intera.ction between magnetic 41 shell and nuclea.r mo-
ment of magnetic 41 ion. This contribution to specific hea.t is dominant for T < 0.5K and is usually 
recognized by a C ex r-2 dependence. At most ca.ses we don't need to consider tbis contribution and 
for total specific beat we can write: 
(1.22) 
Total specific hea.t obta.ined from experiment ha.ve several main features: 
1. At high temperatures, specific beat follows Dulong-Pettiťs law, whicb says that for nonmagnetic 
meta.I the tota.I mola.r specific beat per one atom is equal to three times ga.s constant. 
2. At low temperatures, specific beat of phonons decreases and is proportiona.I to T 3 . 
J 
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3. At zero tempera.ture, specific hea.t is equa.l to zero. 
4. If tbere is some pha...-;e tra.nsition of first kind a.t some tempera.ture, the specific hea.t diverges a.t 
tbis tempera.ture. 
5. If there is tbe pbase tra.nsition of second kind a.t some tempera.ture, there jump in tbe specific 
beat is expected beca.use of the cha.nge of tbe 8S/8T slope. 
There are huge problems to separa.te different contributions from specific hea.t. For separa.ting ma.g-
netic contribution from specilic beat one can use compa.ra.tive a.nalysis of specific beat. The compara.tive 
a.nalysis req1ůre to know specific beat of the isostructural nonmagnetic e.nalogues, wbere only lattice 
a.od electron contributions a.re involved in specific heat. Para.meters obte.ined from the a.nalysis ca.n be 
used a..'! starting point for e.na.lysis of specific hea.t of ma.gnetic compound'!. 
The volume of a.li rea.I compounds is tempera.ture dependent. So iťs very difficult to measure specific 
beat at constant volume. In most ca...'!el!, tbe specific hea.t a.t consta.nt pressure (C„) is measured. For 
solid ma.tter c„ and c„ are related by equation (4]: 
C - C - - 9a2V,.„T 
„ p - " (1.23) 
Where a is coefficient of linea.r tempera.ture expe.nsion, V.,. is molar volume a.od " is coefficient of 
compressibility. For solid ma.terial'I right side of equation (1.23) is srna.II enough to neglect difference in 
values between C„ and C„. 
1.2.2 Phonon part 
Tbe thermal vibra.tioru; of a.toms are not only simply independent oscilla.tions of tbe individua.I atoms. 
Atoms in compound are tied up together, so oscilla.tion of one atom affects a.nother 11.toms. The collective 
vibra.tions of the crystal (pbonons) are a.na.lyzed as the travelling wa.ves, like ordina.ry sound wa.ves thougb 
of much shorter wa.velengths. These wa.ves a.re qua.ntized in momentum a.od energy. Four different kinds 
of phonons ca.o be found in a. crysta.I a.ncl are summa.rized in tbe Ta.hle 1.1. Longitudinal pbonons mell.lls 
tha.t atoms vibra.te pa.rallel to direction of wa.ve a.od tra.nsversal pbonons vibrate perpendicula.r to wa.ve 
direction. In optical hra.och, a.toms vibrate age.inst ea.ch other, so mBSI! centre don't move. If tbe a.toms 
are electrica.lly cha.rged, we ca.n produce this type of vibra.tion by a.pplying externa.1 electric field. On 
the other ha.nd, a.coustic phonons move in sa.me direction, so ma...'!s centre moves. 
In tbermodyna.mic eq1ůlibrium a.t tempera.ture T tbe occupa.ncy of pbonon mode gives Planck dis-
tribution function: 
1 
(n) = e'""/kDT - 1 (1.24) 
where (n) mea.ns middle value in thermal equilibrium a.od kn is Boltzma.nn consta.nt. 
There are two models, which are trying to solve pbonon contribution to specific heat: 
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Pbonon hra.neb type Vibra.tion mode No. of modes per unit cell 
longitudina.1 3N 
accoustic 
transver811.I for a.11 acoustic 
optical 
longitudinal (3n-3)N 
transversa.l for a.U optical 
Tuble 1.1: Pbonon modes in crystal lattice. n is tbe number of atoms per unit cell, N is tbe number of 
wave vectors valid for one Brillouin zone. 
Einstein model 
Einstein tried to understa.nd specific beat a.s vibrations of atoms. In bis tbeory be suggested tbree 
postnla.tes: 
1. All a.torus vibrate independent from a.II neigbbor a.toms. 
2. The vibrations are isotopie. It means that a.ll vibration modes are equivalent. 
3. The vibrations can be expressed 118 vibra.tions of harmonie oscillators. 
The thermal energy of 3N linea.r harmonie oscillators, which vibrate witb tbe sa.me frequency can be 
expressed 118 [3]: 
Nliw 
U = N (n) hw = 1i /k T e"" a -1 






From the definition of specific beat (relation 1.21) we ca.o then obtain phonon part of specific heat 
according to Einstein theory [3]: 
(1.27) 
There is question, wbether Einstein theory of specific beat can describe obtained experin1ental results: 
1. At T = O K the phonon contribution is equal to zero. Pbonon contribution to specific beat 
according to Einstein theory is: 
lim CE= O 
T-o 
(1.28) 
2. For T-+ oo tbe specific beat follows Dulong-Pettiťs la.w. In the high tempera.ture linůt Einstein 
theory gives: 
(1.29) 
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Figure 1.4: Theoretica.l dependency of specific hea.t on tempera.ture a.ccording to Einstein theory 
3. Experimenta.lly wa.s found tha.t tempera.ture dependence of specific hea.t a.t low tempera.ture is 
proportiona.I to T 3 . For low tempera.ture region in Einstein theory we ca.n obta.in: 
(1.30) 
As we can see, Einstein theory i.s good in both, zero tempera.ture a.nd high tempera.ture limits, but 
11.t low tempera.ture region fa.ils. However, this model ca.n be used for description of optica.I phonon 
contribution to specific hea.t. Theoretica.l tempera.ture dependencies of specific hea.t dne to Einstein 
theory for different Einstein tempere.tures are scheme.tica.lly plotted at figure 1.4. 
Debye model 
Debye a.-;sumed in his theory tha.t e.toms can vibrate with more tha.n one frequency. In the therma.l 
equilibrium set of oscille.tors, which vibrates with different frequencies w„ ha.ve the energy 13]: 
U= J dw!ii(w)n(w, T)nw (1.31) 
where 9J(w) is density o( vibre.ting modes and n(w, T) is the Planck distribution function. The only 
problem in this equation is determining the 9J(w), which is done for exa.n1ple in [3]. Then we ca.n define 
the Debye tempera.ture (0o) as: 
0o = 1iwo 
kn 
we ca.n obte.in relation for specific beat according to Debye theory [3]: 
( 
1 )31zo x4e!r. 
Co=9Nkn - dx · 2 
XD O (e"' - 1) 
(1.32) 
(1.33) 
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Figure 1.5: Tbeoretical dependency of specific beat on tempera.ture according to Debye tbeory 
Wbere xo = 0 0 /T. Wben we compare Debye tbeory of specilic heat witb experiment.-; we will obtain: 
1. For T -+ O tbe equation (1.33) converge to zero because: 
1
zo x4ez 
dx 2 --+0 o (e"' - 1) 
(1.34) 
2. At bigb temperatures equation{l.33) follows Dulong-Petit law: 
lim Co= 3NR 
T ..... co 
(1.35) 









= const.T3 {1.36) 
So we can see tbat Debye tbeory of specific beat describes experiment better tban Einstein tbeory. In 
practice, this tbeory is used to describe acoustic hra.nebes of pbonon spectrum. Theoretical temperature 
dependencies of specific beat due to Debye tbeory for different Debye temperatnres 11.re schematically 
plotted in tbe figure 1.5. 
Integra.I in equa.tion 1.3.1 can not be solved analytically. On tbe other band equa.tion 1.33 can be 
replaced by form l5J witb very good precision: 
C _ 24.9416 + 0.05313:r.t + 9.85 X l0-4:r.ÍJ + 4.8 X 10-7 :r.t 
D - 1 + 0.0521xt + 8. 71 X 10-4xÍJ + 4.56 X 10-6x~ + 2 X 10-Bx'J:, {1.37) 
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Anharmonic corrections to phonon spectrum 
Both theories described a.bove predict tha.t a.toms oscilla.te HS harmonie oscilla.tors. This postula.te ca.n 
be fulfil only a.t very low tempera.tures. At higher tempera.tures a.nha.rmonicity of vibra.ting a.torus ca.n 
pla.y a.n importa.nt role a.nd ha.ve to be ta.ken into account for phonon part of specific beat. In "this case 
optical hra.nebes of phonon spectrum are described by Einstein theory a.nd acoustic hra.nebes of phonon 
spectrum are described by Debye theory [5]: 
C -R(
3~3 1 (0e/T)2 exp(0e/T) 
pi& - L...,, 2 + 
i=l 1 - Ct.eiT (exp (0e/T) - 1) 
(1.38) 
_9_ (0o)310o/T x4e"' ) 
1 - aoT T 0 (e"' - 1)2 
Where oe 11.ncl oo are a.n.harmonicity oorrection terms for optical, resp. aooustic branches of phonon 
spectrum. ae and o.o are of the order 10-4 K-1 . The a.nba.rmonicity takes place only a.t bigher 
tempera.tures. 
1.2.3 Electronic part 
When a sample is heated from zero temperature to higher temperature, only small part of electrom; 









where f(E) is Fermi distribution function and ~(E) is number of sta.tes per energy. Then for the 
electronic oontribution to specific hea.t we can obtain [3]: 
1 2 2 T 
C„= 271" knN EF (1.40) 
Electronic contribution to specific beat is linea.r dependent on tempera.ture. ln most c11.<1es peoples link 
together a.li ooru;tants and use for electronic oontribution to specific hea.t equation: 
(1.41) 
Coefficient 'Y has value from ones to tenths mJ /molK2, bowever in bea.vy fermion systems 'Y ba ve values 
up to tbousa.nds mJ /molK2 • Electronic contribution to specific hea.t is dominant for tempera.ture region 
0.5K < T < 4K in whicb phonon part of specific beat is a.lmost equal to zero (beca.use of T-cube law). 
1.2.4 Magnetic part 
As tbe specific beat is the second derivative of tbe free energy (Cv = Ta2G/8T2 ), the specific beat 
defines tbe order of the pba.<ie transition at tbe critical tempera.ture (T = Tord)· In the ca.<ie of a 
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RE Ground-state term CF splitting 
Ce 2F5/2 3 Kramer's doublets 
Pr 3H4 2 doublets and 5 singlets 
Nd 4!912 5 Kra.mer's doublets 
Sm 6H5/2 3 Kra.mer's doublets 
Eu 7Fo 1 singlet 
Gd ss7/2 symmetric state, no splitting supposed 
Tb 7F6 3 doublets and 7 singlets 
Dy 6 H15/2 8 Kra.mer's doublets 
Ho 5[8 4 doublets a.nd 9 singlets 
Er 4115/2 8 Kra.mer's doublets 
Trn ay6 3 doublets a.nd 7 singlets 
Yb 2F112 4 Kra.mer's doublets 
Tuble 1.2: Ground sta.te splitting caused by tetragona.I crysta.l field of RE3+ ions. 
first-order tra.nsition (for exa.mple pa.ra.ma.gnetic +-+ ferromagnetic tra.nsition) the discontinuity in S(T) 
is reflected in Cp(T) a.s a. divergence a.t Tord· In a second-order transition a. jump in Cp(T) a.ppears, 
because o( the cbange of the dS/ďI' slope. The temperature dependence o( Cp(T) close to the transition 
provides useful information a.bout the microscopic na.ture of the tra.nsition (e.g. din1ensiona.lity). 
In a mea.n field theory of the magnetic transitions the contribution to the specific heat due to 
magnetic transition (aC,„(Tord)) depends on the momentum J according to [6]: 
aCm(Tord) = 2.5R [ (2J - 1 )2 + 1] (1.42) 
a.nd the entropy rela.ted with the ma.gnetic transition is given by: 
asm = Rln(2J + 1) (1.43) 
If in specific beat a discontinuity is only forced by the first order transition, the tota.l entropy will not 
exceed as,„ = R ln(2J + 1 ). 
Schottky anomaly 
Frequent a.noma.ly, which is observed in specific hea.t mea.surements is the so-ca.lled Schottky a.noma.ly. 
This a.nomaly is related to the therma.l excitations in a level system split by a ca.used by removing 
(2J + 1)-fold degenera.cy of ground sta.te multiplet by crystel field. Beca.use the thermal popula.tion of 
the levels is governed by Maxwell-Boltzmann sta.tistics, the contribntion to specific hea.t in pa.ramagnetic 
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state can be expressed as 11. Schottky contribution [7]: 
(1.44) 
Schottky 11.000111.lies are welJ observed when their respective characteristic energies (or B.Ssociated gaps 
.:l) are 11.bout koll < 20K. Two theorems deals about lifting degenera.cy by crystal field: 
Kramers theorem: For odd-electron 11y11tenu; (Kramer11 ion11) there is a remaining twofold degener-
11.cy which ca.nnot be removed by a.ny electric fields. The entropy of a Kramers ion is at least S= ko ln 2 
at temperatures approaching ab11olute zero. ThiH degenera.cy thu11 must necesHarily be removed by some 
meche.nism if the third le.w of thermodyne.mics is to rete.in itH validity. 
The Jahn-Teller theorem: Any atom in a solid with ground ste.te degenere.cy of non-Kre.mers 
type me.y lift this degenere.cy by lowering its symmetry. 
The removing degeneracy by cryste.l field for 4/ ions is summa.rized in tahle 1.2. 
1.3 Electric transport 
1.3.1 Basic definitions 
When we apply volte.ge (U) between two ends of a materie.I with free che.rge ca.rriers, we can observe 






where R is electric resistivity. To avoid problems with volume pe.rameters of the se.mple we can define 




where l is length of sample between voltage contacts a.nd S is cr<&'> section of se.mple. 
Matthiessen's rule 
(1.46) 
lf there are two or more independent sce.ttering meche.nisms, the probability the.t electron HCe.tters by 
11.ny of these HCattering meche.nisms ce.n be described a.'> summation of tbis probe.bilities. So for total 
resistivity we can write the formule. known li.'> Mattbiessen's rule: 
P = Po + Ppl&on + Pm (1.47) 
where po is the potential scattering, Ppl•or• is the phonon scattering and Pm is the magnetic scattering. 
The potential, pbonon 11.nd me.gnetic scattering will be discus.'ied. 
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Poteotial scatteriog 
Beca.use of these scattering proces.~ are el1U1tic, no energy transfer between the conduction-electron 
system and the scatterer takes place. Such scattering may occur on disloc11.tions, foreign atoms 11.nd 
grain boundaries. The transport coeHicients due to this kind of interaction are given by: 
Po(T) = C (1.48) 
where C is tempera.ture independent constant. Po can be extracted by extrapolating tempera.ture 
dependency of resistivity to zero tempera.ture in which a.li other contributions to resistivity are equa.l to 
zero. 
Phonoo scatteriog 
Using the Debye model to describe the lattice dynamics, the simplest results for the tr11.nsport coefficients 
are given by Bloch-Griineisen formula [8]: 
( 
T )5190/T :r;5 
Ppl1an = 4Cphm• 0o O dx (e"' - 1) (1 - e-"') (1.49) 
where C„1,01, is temperature independent parameter, which conta.ins constants for electron-electron 
coupling a.od atom llla&.'ies. e o is Debye tempera.ture described in section 1.2.2. We ca.o approximate 
equation 1.49 for the low and the high tempera.ture limits by: 
1. For low tempera.ture region where T « 0o: 
2. For high tempera.ture region where T ~ 0o: 
PR!. T 
Which provides very good agreement with experiments. 
Spio-depeodeot scatteriog mechaoism 
The contribution to the total electrica.l resistivity dne to spin-dependent scattering mechanism depends 
strongly on whether the materia.l is magnetica.lly ordered or is in the paramagnetic state. 
If the ma.terial is in the parama.gnetic sta.te the ma.gnetic moments in the materia.l are disordered 
and the contribution to the electrical resistivity is tempera.ture inclepenclent: 
Pspd = C.,. (1.50) 
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The description of ma.gnetic scattering under ordering temperature was done for example by An-
dersen [9]. He tried to describe decrease of resistance due to electron-magnon interaction in Tb by 
term: 
Prn =Po+ aT2 + ET ( 1 + 2:) exp (-T.6) (1.51) 
where all constants are temperature independent ad E depends on electron-magnon coupling constant 
and .6 represents gap in the dispersion relation of ferromagnetic ma.gnon.-;. 
1.3.2 Electric transport under external magnetic field 
Now, let us consider that electron is affected by combined inftuence of externally applied electric and 
magnetic fields. In this case, we have to comiider that the conductivity is a tensor and the Ohm's law 
can be written as: 
f ='<i (T, B) · Ě (1.52) 
For the material with the cubic symmetry and for field B = (O, O, B) the resistivity tensor is given H.<.;: 
(1.53) 
where P.l. and Pli are resistivity in perpendicular, resp. parallel direction of magnetic field to electric 
current and PH is the Hall resistivity. The magnetoresistance and the Hall resistivity are discussed in 
sections below. 
lVIagnetoresistance 
When we apply electric and magnetic force on free electron, the electron will be a.ffected by Lorentz 
force: 
FL = -e(Ě + ;; x B) (1.54) 
where vis velocity of the electron a.nd Bis applied ma.gnetic field. From equation 1.54 we ca.o see that 
magnetic field does not affect absolute va.lue of velocity of electron, bnt cnrves it.s trajectory (in the CH.<.;e 
t.hat v is not parallel, oeither antiparallel to B). This mechanism alwa.ys increases the resist.ivity with 
the field a.od is called "norma.I magnetoresistance" . 
The situation is more complex in componnds where the ions bear magnetic moment.-;, since spin-
dependent sca.ttering proces.-;es are a.lso involved (below a.s well H.<.; above the magnet.ic ordering temper-
ature ). 
In the ca.se of ferroma.gnet. t.he local minimum is observed on temperature dependence of rela.tive 
ma.gnetoresistl!.llce at tra.nsition tempera.ture. The properties of this minimum are [6]: 
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Figure 1.6: Temperature variation of the function x.2(T/TN) c11.lcul11.ted for Neel temperature 50 K [10]. 
1. For para.magnetic region where T » Te 11.nd under condition that (T /Te - 1) » 0 2: 
where: 
ap.,. o~ 
Pspd = -01 (T/Te - 1)2 
01=4J2+J+1 
9 
2. Magnetically ordered region where T <Te and 1 » (1 - T/Te) 3 »O~: 
ap.„ _ O G 03 
( )
1/2 
Pspd - - 1 2 1 - T /Te 
where: 
G _ 2(2J2 + 2J + 1) 
3 - 15 
(1.55) 
(1.56) 
In the antiferromagnet, there is different situation because of two ferromagnetic sublattices. lf the field 
strength B necessll.l"y to induce a ferromagnetic spin arrangement exceeds the critical field, ap.,./ Pspd 
starts to decrease li.S in a ferromagnet. But for T < TN according to [10] the tempera.ture dependence 
of ap.,./ Pspd is given by: 
(1.57) 
where the function x.2 describes the relative strength of the nearest-neighbor interaction in the magnetic 
lattice. This function is plotted on figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1. 7: Experimente.I geometry for measurement of the He.li effect. 
Hall effect 
Applied magnetic field ca.n curve trajectory of electron. We can mea.o;ure voltage perpendicul11.r to 
current direction and perpendicular to applied externe.I magnetic field B. Geometry of this experiment 
is sketched on figure 1.7. In this case transverse field (E11 ) will 11.ppear as [11]: 
(1.58) 
where RH is the Hall coefficient a11d J is current density. RH measured on a thin plate with a thickness 
of d ca.n be determined experimeote.lly a.o;: 
(1.59) 
where V11 is the transverse voltage and I is the current. 
The general expression for the Hall resistivity in magnetic materials is given empirically as [llJ: 
(1.60) 
where RH is called the normal He.li coefficient and second term is the a.nomalous Hall resistivity. 
Chapter 2 
Experiment al 
Dnring the last years the intermetallic compounds with stoichiometric formula RET2X2 1 were system-
atically studied. A very interesting phenomena, like superconductivity and heavy-fermion behavior 
(CeCu2Si2 [12]), spin glass behavior (PrAu2Si2 [13]), mixed valence (CeM2Si2 where M = Mn, Fe, Co, 
Ni [14, 15, 16]}, inconunensurate modulated magnetic structure (for example PrNi2Si2 [17]}, change 
of magnetic structure from incommeosurate magnetic structure to simple antiferromagnetic structure 
(TbNi2Si2 [18J) aod anomalous Hall effect dne to skew scatteriog (CeR112Si2 [19}} were ob..'lerved. 
The RET2X2 compounds can crystallize in three pos.<>ible gronps of different structure types: 
1. The ThCr2Sirtype body centered tetragooal stmcture with space group 14/mmm. This type can 
be expressed by RE-X-T-X-RE-X-T-X-RE altemating layers perpendicular to the c-axis. 
2. CaBe2G~-type prinůtive tetragonal structure (space group P4/nmm). In this structure alterna-
tion of layers perpendicular t.o c-axis is RE-T-X-T-RE-X-T-X-RE. La.yerecl crystal structures 
of these compounds is strongly refiected in their magnetic properties. 
3. CeA12Si2 structure with space group P3mL this stmcture can be derived from hexagonal close 
packed structure, in whicb half of the octahedra.l and half of the tetrahedral holes are occupied in 
11.n ordered manoer. 
For magnetic behavior it is important that transition metals carry no ma.gnetic moment. Only 41 
shell of race earth atom, which remains locaJized, carries magnetic moment. The 5d and 6s electrons 
11.re involved in the conduction band. 41 wave functions ca.rry high magnetic moment, so can polarize 5d 
wave functions. The 3d wave fuoctions of transition metal hybridize with polarized 5d wave functions 
of rare earth. This is 11.n origin of indirect exchange inter11.etion in this type of compounds. Another 
1 In tlůs formula RE is the rare-earth element including Y and Se, T is a. transition 9d, 4d or 5d element and X is the 
ma.in group element from the boron, carbon or nitrogen group. 
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Figure 2.1: ThCr2Si2 type crystal structure. 
exchange interaction is interaction between 4/ shells mediated by conduction electrons (described by 
e.g. RKKY interaction). 
2.1.1 REFe2Si2 compounds 
The REFe2Si2 compounds crystallize in the ThCr2Sirtype crysta.I structure (fig. 2.1). In the elementary 
cell, ra.re ea.rth a.tom.-; occupy (O O O)site, iron a.toms occupy (O 1/2 1/4) site and silicon atoms occupy 
(O O z) site, respectively, where z is the free parameter. Lattice pa.rameters are summarized in tahle 2.1. 
Lanthanum has no ma.gnetic moment, so La.F~Si2 can be used in the compa.rative analysis of specific 
beat to extract the ma.gnetic part of specific hea.t. The specific beat of polycrystalline La.Fe2Si2 was 
measured and carefully analyzed in [20]. The phonon contribution to specific beat was described by 
three acoustic hra.nebes with 0o = 204 ± 5 K and 12 optical hra.nebes. The optical branches were 
considered es 4-times degenerated with the Einstein temperatures 0 E = 202 ± 5, 353 ± 7 and 505 ± 9 K. 
The electronic contribution to specific hea.t was described using 'Y = 22.7 ± 0.2 mJmo1- 1K-2. 
The CeF~Si2 is a mixed valence system [14, 15]. It was found tha.t the a.verage valence of Ce in 
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compound a (Á) cA Ref. Ground state Tord(K) Ref. 
La.Fe2Si2 3.9762 10.0023 1201 Pauli paramag. - 1211 
CeFe2Si2 3.991 9.881 122] Mixed valence 115] 
PrFe2Si2 4.0037 10.0542 1201 AF 7.7 123] 
NdFe2Si2 3.9899 10.0382 1201 AF 15.6 1241 
SmFe2Si2 3.952 9.985 1221 
GdFe2Si2 3.940 9.974 1241 AF 8 125] 
TbFe2Si2 3.925 10.0088 1261 AF 6.5 1261 
DyF~Si2 3.896 9.890 1241 AF 3.8 127] 
H0Fe2Si2 AF 2.2 1251 
ErF~Si2 3.888 9.897 1221 AF 2.6 1251 
TmFe2Si2 3.882 9.889 1221 
Tahle 2.1: Lattice parameten; and ordered magnetic state of REFe2Si2 compounds. 
CeFe2Si2 is about 3.3 at room temperature and decre88es with increasing temperature. Temperature 
dependence of resistivity was measured in 1151. The resistivity follows equation 1.49 in the temperature 
interval 4 - 270 K. 
The analysis of specific beat was done for the single crystal of PrFe2Si2 and is reported in 120]. The 
sharp peak found on the temperature dependence of specific heat at about T = 7 K was assigned to 
a magnetic pha.o;e transition. The following duli maximum was attributed to a Schottky anomaly. Heat 
capacity data in paramagnetic region were analyzed in order to extract crysta.1-field splitting. ln the 
ca.o;e of PrFe2Si2 the crystal field splits the ground-state 3 H4 multiplet of Pr3+ into 9 singlets with 
energy distances from the ground-state level a.o; li = 28.5 ± 0.3, 136 ± 2, 230 ± 5, 370 ± 7, 480 ± 8, 505 ± 
10, 540 ± 15 and 600 ± 15 K. The susceptibility, neutron diffraction and the Massbauer spectroscopy 
mea.o;urements uf PrFe2Sh are reported in 128, 29]. It wa.o; found that the compound is the type II ( + + -
-) antiferromagnet (AF) and the c-a.xis is the easy magnetization direction. No magnetic saturation 
wa.o; reached at the lield of 50 kGauss 1291. From neutron diffraction 128] the effective magnetic moment 
wa.o; determinated on Jl.clf = l.42(5)µn at 1.3 K, Jl.cJJ = 2.43µn at 5 K. 
The specific heat analysis of the NdF~Si2 is reported in 120]. The sharp peak found 11.t T = 12 K 
wa.o; assigned to the magnetic phase transition. lt was found that the crystal field splits the ground-
state 41912 multiplet into 5 Kramen; doublets with energy distances from the ground-state level as 
li = 93 ± 5, 135 ± 5, 215 ± 10 and 280±10 K. The magnetization measurements on NdFe2Si2 crystal are 
reported in 130]. The cusp at around 13. 7 K was found on the tempera.ture dependence of magnetization, 
L 
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which WM a.o;signed to the ma.gnetic pha.se tra.nsition. The uniaxia.l magnetic a.nisotropy WM observed 
with the c-axis as the eiu;y axis of magnetiza.tion. The meta.magnetic transition was found on the 
magnetiza.tion curves in the externa.l field B = 3.45 T for the a-axis a.od in the field B = 1.14 T for the 
c-axis. The ma.gnetization curves exhibit saturation above the metama.gnetic tra.nsition for the c-axis. 
On the otber band, for tbe a-a.xis tbe magnetization does not saturate in fields up to 10 T. 
For SmF~Si2 only tbe tempera.ture dependence of magnetization was measured on a polycrysta.I a.od 
no sign of magnetic phase transition was found down to 4 K [24]. 
A Mos..'!bauer spectrum of tbe 57Fe isotope wa.'! mea.'!ured on GdFe2Si2 compound at 300 K [31]. 
Claiming tbat interna.I field a.cting on 57Fe is less tba.n 5 kOe. Tbe tempera.ture dependence of tbe 
magnetiza.tion indicates tbat tbere is AF ordering in tempera.ture below TN = 8 K [25]. 
On polycrystalline TbF~Si2 the magnetic properties and the tempera.ture dependence of resistivity 
were measured [26]. Two a.noma.lies (at 6.5 K and 180 K) were observed on tbe tempera.ture dependence 
of 1/x. Tbe a.noma.ly at 6.5 K WH.'! as..'>igned to the ma.gnetic phase transition. From the slope of 1/x(T) 
between temperatures 180 and 290 K the magnetic moment was ca.lculated. lt wa.'! determined tha.t 
tbe effective moment is between 7 a.od 9 µn. Deviation of 1/x(T) from linearity found below 180 K 
point to the fact that tbere is a.o extra spin magnetic moment added to Curie-Weiss beha.vior. Very 
unusual field dependence of magnetization at temperatures 2 a.od 5 K (up to 30 kOe) were found. The 
field dependence of magnetization above 50 K seemed to be similar a.s in paran1agnetic state. The 
resistivity mea.'!urements showed tbat tempera.ture dependence of resistivity follow equation 1.49 in tbe 
tempera.ture interval 2 - 250 K. The neutron diffraction study revealed that the magnetic structure is 
incommensurate with tbe crystallographic unit cell [32]. 
2.2 Used experimental techniques 
2.2.1 Growing crystals by Czochralski method 
Crystal growtb by Czochralski metbod is one of the two most spread methods used for preparation of 
bulk single crysta.ls from melt. Tbe appa.ratus usua.lly consists of a. crucible, pulling bead, furnace and 
a sample chamber. In our ca.se, the charge with mass of about 7 g wa.s placed in water cooled copper 
crucible, which is a.hle to rotate. The beat necessary for the melting of the compound is supplied by 
three arcs. To avoid the outga..'!Sing from the wa.lls and conta.mination of the melt in the crysta.I growth 
proces.'!, the sa.mple chan1ber is evacuated a.od backed usua.lly overnight before the start of the crystal 
growth. Then the chamber is filled with the Ar protective atmosphere. Prior to the crystal growth 
the compound is melted a.od homogenized by re-melting. Then a rotating seed of grown crystal (if the 
matching crystal is a.ccessible) or tungsten rod is immersed to the melt a.od then slowly pulled up. The 
direction of the seed rotation is opposite to the rotation of the crucihle. Ba.sic principie of this method 
is gra.dua.I growtb of crysta.I grain size a.od sinmltaneous reduction of the numher of the grains. lt is 
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.... ; 
Figure 2.2: Schematic cros„<;-section of a tri-arc furnace. Only one are is shown. 1: sample chamber, 
2: pulling head, 3: glow box, 4: rotating mechanism of crucible, 5: crucible, 6: torch, 7: ferrofluid, 8: 
sample. 
pos.'!ible to propagate one crystalline grain by reduction of the pulling ingot diameter (so ca.lled necking). 
The more 11lowly the ingot is necked, the bet.ter crystal and lower mosaicity i11 achieved. The thinner 
the neck, the higher probability that only one crystalline grain is propagl\ting below tbe neck, but the 
higher probability that the ingot can break during pulling. The neck thicknes11 i11 typica.lly about 1 mm. 
After necking, the ingot diameter i11 increa.'led to the required dimen11ion11 by decreRSing the are current 
and by decreasing the pulling speed. When a satisfactorily large piece of mat.erial is grown, the crystal 
is separated from the melt by increasing pulling speed and increasing are currents. 
The tri-arc furnace for growing crystals by the Czochralski method in which the crystals were grown 
ha.'! been designed and built in cooperation with VAKUUM Praha company as an improved version of 
the tri-arc furnace of the van der Waals-Zeeman laboratory, Amsterdam (33). The furna.ce is sket.ched 
on figure 2.2. 
j 
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2.2.2 X-ray analysis 
In ca.se of X-ra.y diffraction on the idea.I three dimensional crystal la.ttice the diffraction ha.ve to fulfill 
La.ue's diffraction conditions [34]: 
-c- -) a .9 - l~O = h>.. 
b(.;'- .9Q) = k>.. (2.1) 
č(š- .9Q) = l>.. 
Laue metbod 
The aim of this method is to determine the symmetry and orienta.tion of a. single-crysta.lline sa.mple or 
to determine the number of crysta.llites in the sa.mple, respect.ively. 
In our cRSe we used "reflection geometry" which mea.ns tha.t prima.ry bea.m first cro.~~ t.hrough t.he 
film then hit the sample and we detect backsca.ttered diffraction on the film. 
When the sa.mple is the single crystal, conditions 2.2 are fulfilled only for exact. a.ngles. As a. result 
we can observe spot.s on the film (each from different system of pla.nes hkl). From t.he posit.ion of the 
spots we ca.o find out t.he orient.a.tion of the sa.rnple. There are several progra.ms, which ca.n help with 
the orientation of the sa.mples. One of them is Orient Express (35]. 
The disa.dvantage of X-ra.y is its small penetra.tion depth. So by the La.ne met.hod we can obta.in 
information about orientation and number of the grains onJy from the surface of the sample, not from 
the bulk. 
Powder diffraction 
In the idea.I powder a.li grains are ra.ndomly oriented. The very frequently used geometry for powder 
diffraction is Bragg-Brenta.no configura.tion (34] a.od by performing 20 sca.n in this configuration we 
ca.o obta.in powder diffraction spectra. (for exa.rnple see figure 2.7 in section 2.3). Then, when the 
crystallogra.phic model of the sa.mple is known, the Rietveld a.nalysis2 (38] ca.o be used to refine the 
crystallogra.phic para.meters a.od eventua.lly to determine impurities (the sensitivity of the met.hod for 
determina.tion impurities is a.bout 3%). 
One of the program for the Rietveld fitting is FtJ.llprof (36] together with its graphica.l interface for 
Windows na.med Winplotr [37]. 
2ruetveld minimize function m = E; w;(y; - !lci)2 , where w; is the weight assigned to the individua.I step intensity, !li 
is the observed intensity at the i-th step and Yci is the calculated intensity at the i-th step of pattem. 
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2.2.3 Magnetization measurements 
Extractioo magnetometer 
32 
The extraction ma.gnetometer is based on extracting 88.mple from the detection coils. Then, a.ccording 
to Fara.da.y's la.w3 the voltage on the detection coils ce.n be observed. The magnetic measurements 
were performed on PPMS measurement system. In this system the detection coils are in the first-order 
gradiometer configuration, which means that there are two sets of counterwound copper coils connected 
in the series. The velocity, of the san1ple extraction from detection coils is 1 m/s. Tbe sensitivity of tbe 
system is better tban 2 x 10-10 Am2. 
Demagnetiziog factor 
Wben we insert a san1ple into a ma.gnetic field, the intensity of magnetic field around tbe san1ple ancl 
inside the sample will change. Generally the interna.I magnetic field will be sma.ller tha.n externa.I field 
by demagnetizing field: 
(2.2) 
where Hi is interna.I field; He is external field a.od Hd is demagnetizing field which is proportional to 
magnetization: 
(2.3) 
where D is the demagnetizing factor along the measured direction and M is magnetization. Let us 
consider revolting ellipsoid with rotational axis defined !Ul a and defined paran1eter p = a/b. If we 
suppose that p > 1 then we CM get for demagnetizing factor a.Jong a-axis [39]: 
(2.4) 
On tbe otber band, the sum of demagnetizing factors along a.11 principal axes is 1. In ca...e of revolting 
ellipsoids b = c, so: 
(2.5) 
2.2.4 Specific beat measurements 
Specific beat measurements were performed by PPMS system (40]. PPMS use for determining the 
specific beat fitting t.be wbole tempera.ture response of a beat-pulse calorimet.er technique. Tbe details 
of this tecbnique a.re referred in (41]. Tbe supposed beat Oow and the experimental puclc used for 
meMurements are sketched on fig. 2.3. 
Tbe initial values, which we used for the theoretical fit.ting of phonon contribution to specific beat wa.-; 
obtained from polycrystalline La.Fe2Si2 compound. To simplify calculations we decided to divide optica.l 
3 Fa.ra.da.y's law: Je Ě · df = - Rt fc; B · dŠ 







Figure 2.3: a) The side view of the sample holder of beat capacity puck in PPMS system. b) The sketch 
of heat capacity puck frame in PPMS. The plate in the middle of the puck frame is the sample holder. 
branches to three groups with 2, 4 and 6 fald degeneration respectively. The degree of degeneration wa.<; 
derived from the symmetry of the space group 14/mmm. 
2.2.5 Electric transport measurements 
The standard experimental technique for electric transport measurements is the four-probe AC method. 
The geometry of conta.cts in this method i8 sketched in the figure 2.4. This method is very effective in 
elin1inating contribution of contacts to measured signal [39]. 
In this work the resistivity measurements were performed on the PPMS (Quantum design) measure-
ment system [40] in constant current mode. The sketch of u.<;ed puck in PPMS for electric transport 
mea.surements is shown in figure 2.5. The applied AC current was typically of the amplitude 10 mA 
11.nd frequency 71 Hz, respectively. The duration of measured pulse wa.s typically 0.5 second. The con-
tacts were made by silver paint and resistivity of conta.cts was in most ceses less tha.n 1 n. The main 
contribution to the absolute error of the measurement was the error in determining the SH.mple cros.<; 
section and the distance between the voltage contacts. The absolute error in geometrical parameters 
determination was about 0.05 mm. 
From resistivity data we can detennine residua) resistivity ratio (RRR), which ca.o give m; informa-
tion about the quality of the single crystal. RRR Cli.O he obtained as a ratio of the electrical resistivity 
Sample 
Figure 2.4: Experimental configuration of conta.cts in four-probe method. 




Figure 2.5: The sketch of pud< mied in PPMS íor electric transport measurements. 
11.t room 11.nd 11.t the lowest 11.vailable temperature: 




The RRR as a ratio of two experimental values is not affected by the error due to geometry of sample. 
A good single crystal should hu.ve the RRR over 30. 
2.3 Obtained experimental results 
2.3.1 Sample preparation and characterization 
For the sample preparation we used typically about seven grams of a charge consisting of the stoichio-
metric composition of the elemental constituents with the nominal purity: Fe: 99.98%, Si: 99.999 % 
11.nd Rare earth: 99.9 %. AU samples used for measurements were grown by the modified Czochralski 
pulling technique (see section 2.2.1) with growing speed 6 - 8 mm/hour. The grown crystals were about 
3.5 cm long with a maximal dian1eter of 4 mm. The example o[ grown crystal is in the figure 2.6. The 
quality of crystals was checked by Laue pattern. The other-phase--impurities 11.nd lattice parameters 
were determined from the powder X-ray diffraction on the pulverized piece from the grown ingot. Goud 
crystallinity of all cryst11.b1 was confirmed by the X-ray Laue patterns. For Rietveld analysis we used 
Fullprof program (36]. The Rietveld analysis of the powder diffraction pattern yielded no detection of 
11.ny traces of foreign impurities within the sensitivity oí the method (3 %). The example of refined 
structure is shown on figure 2.7 a.od the refined structure parameters are summarized in the tahle 2.2. 
By extra.polating linea.r part of magnetiza.tion curves of hard-axis data a small a.mount of ferromag-
netic in1purity was detected by magnetic mea.'lurements. Assuming tha.t this impurity is Fe--Si or Fe20 3 
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Figure 2.6: Single crystal of DyFe2Si2 grown by Czochralski method. 
Compound a (Á) c (Á) z (relative) RRR a-axis RRR c-axis 
PrFe2Sb 4.0037 10.0542 0.3700 6.9 7.5 
TbFe2Si2 3.9195 9.9594 0.3737 5.1 6.8 
GdFe2Sb 3.9400 9.9939 0.3745 7.3 5.9 
Table 2.2: The refined crystallographic parameters and RRR ( can be understand a.s quality index of 
the crystal) for the studied REFe2Si2 compounds. 
pha.se with the saturated magnetization about 2 µn/f.u. we can estima.te the amount of this impurity 
as less then 0.2 %. 
The ea.sy-growth axis of the crystal is in basal plane. The resulting crystals are very brittle and in 
a.11 cases the plane perpendicula.r to the c-a.xis is a.n easy clea.ving plane. Beca.use of this, it was very 
difficult to prepare samples for measurement a.long the c-axis. Along the c-a.xis the error in electric 
transport measurements is almost 4 times higher than 11.long the a-axis. 
2.3.2 Magnetic properties. 
Magnetization measurements of PrFe2Sb reveaJed strong uniaxia.l anisotropy. The easy axis of magne-
tiza.tion is the c-axis (see fig. 2.8). The signal along a-axis is weak a.nd linear up to field 9 T. The 
measurements along c-a.xis shows hysteresis up to the field B = 14 T. The hysteresis can be observable 
even in pa.ramagnetic region. The ma.gnetic moment in 14 T is µ = 2.25µn/f.u. which is less than 
ma.gnetic moment of Pr3+ ion (3.5 µn). 
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From the temperature dependence of susceptibility meRSured along c-axis (fig. 2.10) we can de-
termine the transition temperature a.~ TN = 7.2 K. The inverse-susceptibility plot shows that PrFe2Si2 
doesn't obey the Curie-Weiss law. On the temperature dependence of the susceptibility meRSnred along 
a-a.xis (fig. 2.9) we can see some a.dditiona.1 peak 11.t about 54 K, which can be eliminated by applied 
magnetic field. The scattering oí data at higher temperatures is dne to low signal (near to maxima) 
resolution of the apparatus) from the se.mple. 
The low-temperature magnetization curves of TbFe2Si2 show le.rge unia.xial magnetocrystalline anisotro-
py Witb the c-a.xis RS 8.11 eRSy axis OÍ magnetization. The magnetization along the c-axis SB.turates 
towe.rds the value µ = 9µn/f.u., which is very close to the moment of the free Tb3+ ion (9.5 µ 8 ). In 
the ca.~e of the a-axis (fig. 2.11), the magnetization is sirnost linear, not exceeding JL = 0.5/Ln/f.n. in 
5T. 
Closer inspection of the c-axis magnetization curves at temperatures below 5 K reveals that there 
is a rnetamagnetic transition starting at the field JJoH = 0.5 T. To emphasize the effect, Arrot-plots 
(fig. 2.12 and fig. 2.13) were constmcted from the magnetization data. The Arrot-plot..~ for temperatures 
below 5 K clearly show the typical shape of an antiferromagnet with the metamagnetic transition. 
The temperature dependence of inverse magnetic susceptibility shows strong anisotropy (fig. 2.14). 
Even at temperature T = 300 K the slopes and the values of inverse SIL~ptibility measured along 
different axes are different. The inverse susceptibilities are not linear at temperatures lower than 300 K, 
which is strong indication that the Curie-Weiss law is not valid for temperatures lower than 300 K. 
From the detail of susceptibility mea.~urement along c-axis (fig. 2.15) we can see the shifting of ordering 
temperature to the lower temperatures with applied field. 
The Gd3+ ion is in the .9-state and hence no anisotropy caused by crystal field is expected. On the 
other band, when we compa.re magnetization measurements along the a-axis (fig. 2.16) and along the 
c-axis (fig. 2.17), one can see that for the c-axis, there is srna.U hysteresis even above the ordering 
temperature. The magnetic moment saturates in both cases at field B = 4 T to the value µ = 7µn/f.u. 
(the effective moment of Gd3+ is 8 µu). 
The temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility (fig. 2.18) indicates that the susceptibility 
obeys the Curie-Weiss law very well. By fitting Curie-Weiss law on the measurements a.Jong a-axis we 
estimated effective moment as #Jel!= 8.24µn/f.u. and on the mea.~urements along c-axis we estimated 
#Jel! = 8.26µn/f.u. 
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Figure 2.8: Magnetization of PrF~Si2 along both principal axes. The a-axis magnetization is linear 
at all measured temperatures and it.s tempera.ture dependency is very weak, so only the 2 K curve is 
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Figure 2.9: The temperature dependence of sus-
ceptibility of PrFe2Sh measured along a- axis. 
In insert the low temperature detail is shown. 
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Figure 2.10: The temperature dependence of sus-
ceptibility and inverse susceptibility of PrFe2Si2 
measured along c- axis. 
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Figure 2.11: Magnetization of TbFe2Sh along both principal axes. As the magnetization along the 
a-axis doesn 't depend on temperature, only the 2 K curve is shown to simplify the picture. The line 
represents the derivation of magnetization at temperature 2 K. 
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Figure 2.12: Arrot plots of magnetization vs. 
field along the a-axis for ThF&.?Si2 compound. 
The magnetization curves exhibit a small hys-
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Figure 2.14: The comparison of TbF&.?Si2 in-
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Figure 2.13: Arrot plots of magnetization vs. 
field for TbF&.?Si2 with applied field along c-axis. 
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Figure 2.15: The detail of TbFe2Si2 susceptibility 
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Figure 2.16: Magnetization vs. applied magnetic 
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Figure 2.17: Maguetization vs. applied magnetic 
field in GdFe2Sh measured along c- axis. We 
can see hysteresis even at temperatures above the 
ordering temperature. 
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Figure 2.18: The temperature dependence of inverse susceptibility of GdF~Si2 measured along c-axis. 
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Figure 2.19: The tempera.ture dependence ofspe-
cific beat of PrFe2Si2 measured without field. In 
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Figure 2.20: Tbe temperature dependence of spe-
cific beat of PrF~Si2 measured in field /.&oH = 




Cbaracteristic temperature Anbarmonicity coefficient 
branch 0N (K) a.N (1Q-4K-1) 
D 3 204 2 
Ei 4 490 1 
E2 2 490 2 
Es 6 240 4 
Tahle 2.3: Pbonon contrihution to specific beat of PrFe2Si2 compound. 
2.3.3 Specific beat. 
PrFe2Si2 
On tempera.ture dependence of specific beat of PrFe2Si2 measured in zero field (see fig. 2.19} we can 
see small peak at temperature T = 7 K. Tbis peak is associated witb magnetic pbase transition from 
the paramagnetic to the ordered state. At these temperatures, there is also broad bump, which we 
associate witb Schottky contribution to specific beat. Wben we compare specific beat measurements in 
zero field and in field 1.&oH = 5T (fig. 2.19 and 2.20 respectively), this bump is shifted in field to tbe 
higber temperatures. Tbe best fit of pbonon contrihution to specific beat is summarized in tahle 2.3. 
Wben we suhtra.ct phonon and electron contribution from the specific beat, we can obtain the 
magnetic contribution to tbe specific beat. Comparison of tbe magnetic contributions in tbe zero and 
elevated magnetic field are plotted in figure 2.21. As we can see, magnetic field broa.dened tbe level 
splitting and sbifted Scbottky contribution to tbe bigher temperatures. Pr3+ ion bave J = 4 and 
tetragonal crystal field splits ground state multiplet to 2 doublets and 5 singlets and the magnetic field 
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Figure 2.21: Tbe comparison of magnetic and Schottky contribution of PrFe:aSi2 to specific beat at zero 
field and in field 1.t.oH = 5 T. The fines represents the best fit of experimental values. In insert the 
splitting of ground state level cam1ed hy crystal field is plotted. 
lifts the degeneracy of the doublets. The best fits obtained for measurements in zero field and in field 
1.t.oH = 5T are summarized in tahle 2.4. 
In zero field, the temperature dependence of specific beat (fig. 2.22) shows a maximum at temperature 
T = 5 K and at high temperatures saturates acoording to Dulong-Petit law. The peak at T = 5 K is 
associated witb transition from paramagnetic to the ordered state. The chara.cteristic temperatures of 
the hest fit of phonon contrihution to the specific beat are summarized in tahle 2.5. 
By applying magnetic field to ThF~Si2 (2.23) the peak at T = 5 K (from magnetic phase transi-
tion) shifts to the higher temperatures and almost merges with Schottky contribution to specific beat 
(fig. 2.24). The crystal field splits ground state to 3 doublets and 7 singlets, the applied extemaJ field 
can lift the degenera.cy of the douhlets. The comparison of crystal field splitting is summarized in tahle 
2.6 and plotted as insert in figure 2.24. 
In the figures 2.25 and 2.26 we can see a comparison of the temperature dependence of the specific beat 
of GdF~Si2 compound. We can see a lambda-shaped peak with maximum at the temperature T = 8 K 
in zero fiekf data (which can be associated with the magnetic phase transition). At high temperatures 
the specific beat saturates a.ccording to the Dulong-Petit law similar as in the other compouncls. The 
best fit results of phonon spectra are summarized in tahle 2. 7. 
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i A, (K); a.pplied field µoH =O T A, (K); a.pplied field µoH = 5 T 
o o o 
1 30 42 
2 171 195 
3 171 360 
4 200 450 
5 400 510 
6 450 530 
7 450 560 
8 550 580 
Ta.hle 2.4: Compa.rison of crysta.l field splitting A, in zero field a.od in field µ0 H = 5 T obta.ined from 
specific bea.t measurements on PrFe2Si2 compound. 
Type of 
Degenera.cy 
Cba.ra.cteristic tempera.ture Anba.rmonicity coefficient 
hra.neb 0N (K) ON (10-4K-l) 
D 3 183 2 
E1 6 234 5 
E2 2 385 7 
Ea 4 515 9 
Ta.hle 2.5: Phonon contribution to tbe specific beat of tbe TbFe2Si2 compound. 
Gci is supposed to be in tbe s-sta.te, so no splitting ca.<1ed by crysta.l field is expected. Tbe only 
magnetic contribution to tbe specific beat is dne to tbe ma.gnetic pb8.8e tra.nsition a.t T = 8 K. By 
comparing magnetic contribution to the .specific beat in zero field and in field 11oH = 5 T (tig. 2.27) we 
ca.o see tba.t tbe lambda pea.k, wbich is cbara.cteristic for tra.nsition of tbe first order cba.nged to some 
dull maximum, wbicb is cba.racteristic for the second order-type transition. From this, we can conclude 
tba.t tbe meta.ma.gnetic tra.nsition to ferroma.gnetic ordered 8ta.te occurs in field lower tba.n 5 T. 
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Figure 2.22: Tbe tempera.ture dependence of spe-
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Figure 2.23: The temperature dependence of spe-
cific beat of TbFe2Si2 compound measured in 
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Figure 2.24: The comparison of magnetic and Schottky contribution of TbFe2Si2 to specific beat in zero 
field and in field 11-0H = 5 T. Tbe lines represents the best fit of experimental values. In insert the 
calculated splitting of ground state level caused by crystal field is sbown. 
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i Ai (K); e.pplied field µoH = O T Ai (K); applied field µoH = 5 T 
o o o 
1 6.3 43 
2 122 137 
3 122 142 
4 171 235 
5 287 260 
6 319 315 
7 329 333 
8 383 397 
9 383 416 
10 390 424 
11 425 445 
12 425 461 
Tahle 2.6: Comparison of crysta.l field splitting Ai in zero field a.od in field µoH = 5 T obtained from 
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Figure 2.25: The temperature dependence of spe-
cific beat of GdFe2Sb measured in zero field. 
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Figure 2.26: Tbe tempera.ture dependence of spe-
cific beat of GdF~Si2 measured in field 11-0H = 
5T. 
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Type of 
Degeneracy 
Cha.racteristic temperature Anharmonicity coefficient 
hra.neb 0N (K) O:N (10-4K-l) 
D 3 170 3 
E1 6 245 3 
E2 4 482 3 
E3 2 520 4 
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Figure 2.27: The tempera.ture dependence of contrihutions to specific beat of GdFe2Si2 due to magnetic 
phase transition. 
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Figure 2.28: The tempera.ture dependencies of resistivity of PrFe:zSi2 measured a.Jong a- e.nd c-e.xis. 
The full fine represent.s the best fit of experimente.I data.. 
2.3.4 Electrical resistivity. 
PrFe2Si2 
There is no indica.tion of me.gnetic phase tre.ru;ition to ordered ste.te on tempera.ture dependence of 
resistivity (fig. 2.28) mea.'!ured a.Jong both principe.I a.xes. Instee.d of this, there is e. broe.d bump with 
maximum 11.t 11.bout 14 K, which Cli.O be suppresKed by the 11.pplied magnetic field (the discussion of 
this effect is in section 2.3.5). The pea.k 11.t 37 K is 11.n e.ppe.re.tus effect. In the pe.re.me.gnetic ste.te 
the resistivity decreases almost Jinearly with decreasing tempera.ture. We tried to fit Bloch-Griinei'!.'!en 
le.w (equa.tion 1.49) to the resistivity de.ta.. For the a-axis de.ta we obte.ined che.ra.cteristic tempera.ture 
0 = 345 K a.od temperature independent constant G = 0.34. The discrepancy between the fit a.od the 
experimenta.1 de.ta is because of a. broa.<J bump, probe.bly of me.gnetic origin. The dependence mee.sured 
e.long c-a.xis doesn't obey Bloch-Griineis.'!en la.w e.t a.li. 
To cbeck the que.lity of the crysta.J we determined RRR. The RRR for a-e.xis is 6.94 e.nd for c-e.xis 
7.46. The difference between RRRs e.long both cryste.Jlogre.pbic a.xes ma.y be caused by inhomogeneities 
in sample, like micr<H:re.cks ar other defects . 
The tempera.ture dependencies of resistivity of TbFe:zSi2 (fig. 2.29) measured a.Jong both principal e.xes 
show Joce.I minima e.t temperature T = 10 K. Below 10 K the resistivity increases with decreasing tempe-
rature, which ca.o be ascribed to the onset of the e.ntiferromagnetic short-re.nge ordering. Tbis increase 
terminates a.round 4 K, which is be)ow the ordering tempera.ture. In ca....e of a-e.xis the resistivity 
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Figure 2.29: The temperature dependencies of resistivity of TbFe2Si2 componnd. The resistivity data. 
are related to the resistivity a.t 10 K to better visua.lize the a.nisotropy of the resistivity. The resistivity 
at temperature 10 K meHBured along a-a.xis is R111o = 28.1 µUcm a.nd along c-a.xis Ru1c = 69.2 µUcm. 
The lines represents the best lit. 
below 4 K is tempera.ture independent, while along c-a.xis, the resistivity decreases with decreasing 
tempera.ture. In the tempera.ture region 10 - 300 K both dependencies obey the Bloch-Griineissen Jaw 
{equation 1.49). For a-a.xis we obta.ined: C = 0.43 a.nd 0 = 309 K. For c-a.xis we obtained: C = 1.50 
a.nd e = 352 K. 
To check the quality of the crystal we determined RRR. The RRR for a- a.nd c-a.xis is 5.1 a.nd 
6.8, respectively. The difference between RRR.s along both crystallogra.phic a.xes may be Cll.IL'>ed by 
inhomogeneities in sample, like micro-cra.cks or other defects. 
On tbe tempera.ture dependencies of resistivity of GdFe2Si2 measured along both a.xes the transition 
from par1U11agnetic to ordered state at 8 K is clearly visible (lig. 2.30). The tra.nsition tempera.ture 
obta.ined from the resistivity is in very good agreement with the tra.nsition temperature obtained from 
the specific heat. Under this tempera.ture the resistivity decre!UleS in both caset1 linearly with decreasing 
temperature. Above the temperature T = 8 K the resistivity obeys Bloch-Griiniessen law (equation 
1.49). From the fit of the temperature dependence measured along a- ll.Ild c-a.xis we determined 
C = 0.35, 0 = 368 K and C = 0.39, 0 = 281 K respectively. 
To check the qnality of the crysta.l we determined RRR. The RRR for a- a.nd c-a.xis is 7.32 and 
5.85 respectively. The studied compound form layered structure with easy-clea.ving plane perpendicula.r 
to c-a.xis a.od different RRR along both a.xes may be caused by micr<H:racks in this structure. 
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Figure 2.30: The temperature dependencies of resistivity of GdF~Si2 measured along both principal 
a.xes. The lines represents the best theoretical fit. 
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Figure 2.31: The temperature dependences of 
magnetoresistivity of PrFe2Si2 compound. The 
electric current was applied along the a-axis and 
the magnetic field was applied along the c-axis. 
The dashed line represents the ordering temper-
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Figure 2.32: The temperature dependences of 
transversal magnetoresistivity of PrFeaSi2 com-
pound. The electric current was applied along 
the c-axis. Tbe dashed line represents the order-
ing temperature obtained from the specific beat 
mea.'iurements. 
At low temperature.c;, tbere is bump on the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of 
PrFeaSi2 measured along a-axis. This bump can be suppressed by the applied magnetic field along 
c-axis. To emphasize this effect we decided to plot (po - p0 )/Po plot (fig. 2.31). The other effect, 
which can be seen from this figure is a peak at the ordering temperature in the applied field B =I T. 
This peak is characteristic for paramagnetic+-+antiferromagnetic transition (compare with the theoretical 
figure 1.6). At higher field.c;, this peak disappears, which indicates, that the character of the transition 
has changed. The minimum at the temperature T = 36 K is an apparatus effect and has no physical 
relation to studied properties. 
At the temperature dependence of the transversal magnetoresistivity mea.c;ured witb electric current 
applied parallel to c-axis (fig. 2.32) we found the elimination of the bump just above the transition 
temperature. 
At the temperature dependence of longitudinal magnetoresistivity in both ca.c;es we found no anomaly 


















Figure 2.33: The temperature dependence; of 
longitudinal magnetoresistivity ofTbFe2Si2 com-
pound. The electric current was applied along 
a.-axis. The d&"ihed line represents the order-
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Figure 2.34: The temperature dependences of 
transversal magnetoresiRtivity of ThFe2Si2 com-
pound. The electric current was applied along 
a-axiR and the magnetic fieJd was applied along 
c-a.xis. In the insert, the low field dependences 
are empha.sized. The da.'!hed line represents the 
ordering temperature obtained from the Rpecific 
beat measurement. 
In ca.se of TbF~Si2 we measured magnetoresistivity along both principal axes and in both geometrical 
orientations. In all cases the anomaly associated with the magnetic phase transition is Rituated slightly 
below the ordering tempera.ture obtained from the specific beat measurements. In case of a-axis and 
magnetic field applied parallel to the electric current (fig. 2.33), we can see sharp lambda-shaped 
maximum below ordering tempera.ture. Below this maximum, magnetoresistivity rapidly decreases. On 
the other band, in ca.'!e of current a.pplied along a-a.xis and magnetic field applied along c-a.xis (fig. 
2.34) we observed minimum below tbe transition tempera.ture. This effect in 6.eld B = 5 T rea.ches 
about 18.5 %. The effect shows tha.t magnetic 6.eld less than 0.5 T is sufficient to the field-induced 
ferromagnetic order. 
In case of the longitudinal magnetoresistivity along the c-a.xis (6.g. 2.35) we observed tempera.ture 
dependence, which i.'! typical for paramagnetic+-+a.ntiferromagnetic transition in fields up to B = 1 T. 
In higher field'I the shape chaoges to the typical paramagnetic+-+ferromagnetic dependence. From this 
result we can conclude, that the field-induced antiferromagnetic+-+ferromagnetic phase transition occurs 
in field between 1 T and 3 T. In the case of the electric current applied along the c-a.xis and the 
magnetic field applied a.long the a-axi.'I (fig. 2.36) we observed only loca.l minimum at tempera.ture 
slightly below the ordering temperature. The loca.l minimum at tempera.ture T = 38 K is again an 
apparatus effect and has no relation with studied effects. 
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Figure 2.35: The temperature and field 
dependence of parallel magnetoresistivity of 
TbFe2Si2 compound with electric current ap-
plied along the c-axis. In insert the 
paramagnetic+-+antiferromagnetic transition is 
emphasized. The dashed line represents the or-
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Figure 2.36: The temperature and field de-
pendence of transversal magnetoresistivity of 
ThFe:iSi2 compound. The electric current was 
applied along c-axis. The dashed line represents 
the ordering temperature obtained from the spe-
cific beat mea.~urements. 
The parallel (fig 2.37) and perpendicular (fig. 2.38) temperature dependence; of magnetoresistivity mea-
sured along the a-axis of GdFe:iSi2 are very similar. This may be caused by the fact, that Gd3+ free ion 
is in the s-state. In hoth cases there is local minimum at the ordering temperature, which is deeper with 
higher applied field. The shape of the minima indicates the field-induced paramagnetic+-+ferromagnetic 
phase transition in all applied fields. 
The parallel (fig 2.39) and perpendicular (fig. 2.40) temperature dependencies of m.agnetoresistivity 
measured along c-axis are very similar too. There the minimum at the transition temperature is 
obtiervable only on the 1 T data. In higher fields, the rela.tive magnetoresistivity tend to decrease even 
at the lowest reachahle temperatures. The minimum at 36 K i.c; again the apparatus effect on the 
dependence mea.~ured in zero field. 
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Figure 2.37: Tbe relative longitudinal magne-
toresistivity measured in GdFe2Si2 witb electric 
current applied along tbe a-axis. Tbe dasbed 
line represents ordering temperature ohtained 
from .specific beat measurement.s. 
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Figure 2.39: Tbe relative parallel magnetoresis-
tivity measured in GdF~Si2 with electric current 
applied along tbe c-axis. The dasbed line rep-
resent..-; ordering temperature ohtained from tbe 
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Figure 2.38: The relative magnetoresistivity 
measured in GdFe2Si2 witb electric current ap-
plied along a-axis and magnetic field applied 
along c-axis. The dashed line represent.s the 
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Figure 2.40: The relative magnetoresistivity 
measured in GdFe2Si2 with electric current ap-
plied along the c-axis and magnetic field applied 
along tbe a-axis. The dashed line represents or-




In this diploma work, ma.gnetic propertiet1, heat ca.pa.city and electrical resistivity of selected REFe2Si2 
rare-earth intermetallic compounds have been extensively studied on the single crystals. Possession 
of the single crysta.ls enable lJS to pay a.ttention to study manifesta.tions of the crystal ani.'IOtropy in 
measured physica.l quantities. The main results ca.o be summarized a.s follows: 
Good quality single crystals of REFe2Si2 compounds (RE = Pr, Tb, Gd, Dy) ha.ve been grown 
by the Czochralski method in a "tri-arc" fuma.ce. The crysta.ls ha.ve strong tendency to cleave in the 
ba..'111.l plane. No second phase ha.'! been detected by X-ray powder diffraction, but the presence of srna.li 
amounts of ferromagnetic impnrities has been found by magnetization measurements on a.II compounds. 
Ali studied compounds order antiferromagnetically at low temperatures. Anoma.lies in tempera.ture 
dependences of ma.gnetization, beat capacity and electrical resistivity indicate transition temperatures 
TN = 7.2 K, 5.2 K and 8 K for PrF1::2Si2, TbF1::2Si2 and GdF1::2Si2, respectively. Ali compounds have 
tendency to undergo a fielcl induced metamagnetic transition. 
Ma.gnetization a.od susceptibility mea..<1urements on PrFe2Si2 and TbFe2Si2 compounds revealed 
strong uniaxial anisotropy a.'! well in magnetic ordered state H..'I in paramagnetic state. In both ca.ses the 
c-axi.-; i.-; an ea.-;y axis of magnetization. For PrFe2Si2 the magnetic moment mea..-;ured along a-axis 
depends linearly on the applied ma.gnetic field up to B = 9 T and measurements a.long c-axis show the 
saturated magnetic momentµ.= 2.25JJ.n/f.u. at B = 14 T. In the case of TbFe2Sh the magnetization 
a.Jong the c-axis saturates toward'I the va.lue µ = 9µ.n/f.u. and in the CH..'le of a-axis, the magnetization 
is a.lmost linear, not exceeding µ = 0.5µ.n/f.u. The Curie-Weiss law can not be used for describing 
tempera.ture dependency of susceptibility in the both compounds in temperatures below 300 K. 
In e.ccordance with our expectation, magnetization measurements did not reveal strong ani.'IOtropy 
in the ca..<1e of GdFe2Si2 single crystal. The susceptibility data follow the Curie-Weiss law yielding the 
effective moment µcf! = 8.24µ.n. From the magnetization mea..<1urements at T = 2 K we found that the 
ma.gnetic moment saturates in field about 4 T to the value JJ. = 7µ.n/f.u. 
Using comparative analysis of specific beat we were a.hle to find for all samples the complete set of 
54 
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pa.ra.meters describing the phonon, magnetic a.nd optionaJJy Scbottky contribution to the specific beat. 
The ground-JeveJ splitting ca.used by the crystaJ electric field (CEF) for PrF~Sia a.od TbFe2Si2 a.t zero 
field and in fieJd B = 5 T wa.s derived for these compounds. The ground sta.te of GdFe2Si2 is symmetric, 
so no CEF splitting wa.s supposed. 
An anisotropy ha.s been found in tempera.ture dependence of resistivity on a.U sa.mples. The resistivity 
mea.surements revealed smaJI deviations from BJoch-Griineis..'len law above the ordering tempera.ture in 
a.li cases. The 11.noma.ly a.ssocia.ted with the ordering tempera.ture is clea.rly visible in TbFe2Si2 a.nd 
GdFe2Sb. 
Magnetoresistivity measurements ha.ve detected meta.me.gnetic tra.nsition in TbFe2Si2 measured with 
electric current applied along the c-a.xis and in magnetic field a.pplied parallel to the electric current. 
ln all other cases we observed only field-induced-like ferromagnetic state dependence. 
In conclusion we can 1mmmarize tha.t the anisotropie behavior of ma.gnetiza.tion, susceptibility, e)ec-
tricaJ resistivity and magnetoresistivity of REFe2Sb compounds for RE = Pr, Tb, Gd ha.'! been studied 
on goud quality single crysta.Js. In close future we would lilce to extend our study to DyFe2Si2 single 
crystal a.od later to the other REFe2Si2 compounds with hea.vy ra.re-earth ion. 
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